SCMS School of Engineering and Technology
Department of Civil Engineering
REPORT ON TALK ON PASSION FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING

Date: 27th August, 2019
Venue: Seminar Hall I

During our induction program for freshers opted for Civil Engineering, Er. M A Joseph Regional Technical Head of Ultra tech cements conducted an informative class on Passion for civil engineering and various updations in the construction field. He started class by raising the energy level in seminar hall.

He talked about various new technologies and methods used for construction in the today's world. He helped us to understand the various ingredients used in manufacturing cements and their functions. He talked about various techniques used in tile construction and their components and composition that has to be used for the purpose to get the desired results.

The class came to an end by noon. It was a well informative and useful class for each student of our batch. For someone who came with great ambitions in civil engineering the class was a great boost from a visionary like Mr M A Joseph. Looking forward to have more classes to keep us updated.